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ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS
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Drape Cover over the Stand entirely.1

Attach each strap at the bottom of the Cover to the 
adjoining foot of the Stand. Position the straps within the 
metal hooks, where the base strap of the Stand also sits.

2

Pin open by rolling each side of the Cover back and 
tying it to the Stand pole.3

To easily remove, simply pull the rope at the top of the Cover.

4

Center the opening of the Cover so it's positioned at 
the wide entrance of the Pod, and is sitting evenly over 
the Stand.
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WARNING: Smoking, naked flames 
and heat sources of any type are 
forbidden within or in the vicinity 
of the Cover & Pod.

During periods of inclement weather of any kind, 
dry all elements and pack or stow away to avoid 
damage, injury, wear and tear and voided warranty

1
WARNING: Never allow sharp items, 
flames or unwanted objects to come 
into contact with the Cover or Pod.

2
CONTAINS SMALL PARTS - Not 
suitable for children under 4. Never 
leave a child of any age unattended.

3

A range of exciting Hangout Pod accessories are available for maximum enjoyment, minimal effort and ultimate fun; 
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IMPORTANT
Please read & retain instructions to ensure safe use & warranty.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Not designed to be set up outside permanently.  Store or pack away in between uses.

Always ensure all 
elements are packed 
away COMPLETELY DRY.

Clean Cover 
using a damp 
cloth only.

Line Dry / Hang to dry. Do not bleach. Do not iron.  
Do not tumble dry.

Suitable for domestic 
use only. Do not 
modify the product.

Exposure to extended periods of direct sunlight, continued damp weather conditions, chemical cleaning, etc. will adversely affect 
the performance of the product.

Please refer to www.hangoutpod.com 
for regional warranty information.

Designed in the United Kingdom
Made in India

Hello@hangoutpod.com
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USA
Hangout Pod LLC
798 West Bartlett Road
Bartlett
Illinois, 60103
USA

UK
Tareo UK Ltd.
Wellington House, 
90-92 Butt Road
Colchester
Essex, CO3 3DA
ENGLAND

AUS
Tareo Pty Ltd.
Suite 485
Tugun
QLD, 4224
AUSTRALIA

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Only use this product as described within this manual.
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CARE, SAFETY
& WARRANTY

Stand Cover


